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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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preceptora
It means women dedicated to teaching.  Teacher, teacher, educator, governess, tutor, instructor, guide.

preces
Verses prayed and taken from the Holy Scriptures.  Prayers or prayers to God in the midst of calamities or distress. 
Plural of prez, which means fame, honor, reputation, prestige, credit, renown, notoriety, popularity, glory. 

preciado
It means that it has good value, weighted, valued.  He is much loved for his worth.  It also means pedorant, altanero.  In
Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of former Colombian football player, famous goal scorer, called
Léider Preciado. 

preciara
It can be Wunderkammer or preciará.  It is either case is an inflection preciar.  It means appreciate, assess, quantify,
quote, estimate.

precintado
It means that it has a label, label, mark, seal or seal.  Marking, labelling, sealing, labelling.  Product or merchandise that
has a label or brand that contains its basic information and which is pasted on the boxes or containers that contain it. 
Many times it obeys state control of the trade of the product. 

precinto
It means seal, tape, band, brand.  marbete, lacre.  Elastic bands that are used to identify goods, materials or products
legalized and authorized to be marketed. 

preciosa
It means that it has a high value or a lot of price.  That it is well weighted or valued.  It also means fine, exquisite,
dexterous, neat, pleasing, perfect, beautiful, beautiful, cute, exquisite. 

precioso
It means that it has a lot of value or that it is of a high price.  It also means fine, exquisite, dexterous, neat, pleasing,
perfect, beautiful, beautiful, cute, exquisite. 

preciosura
It is a colloquial form used in Colombia to say beauty, loveliness, beauty.  It is a form of very short compliment.  That is
beautiful, very beautiful.

precipicio
Vertical slope of a piece of land .  In Colombia it means ravine, crag, cliff, cliff, precipice, abyss, gorge, narrow.  A place
where, due to abrupt topography, things can easily fall.  

precipitado
It means busy, fast, hurry, it is hit by a car and want to do everything faster than it really can be.  In the laboratory is the



same seat, grounds, residue, background, guarrus, delete.  solid particles that accumulate at the bottom of a liquid after
a mixture.

precipitud
It means promptly, lightly.  Act quickly and unthinkable.  Hurry up.  with alacrance.  Quickly.

precisión léxica
Lexical accuracy is based on the proper use of the words with their correct meaning, so to be understood by the person
receiving the message that you are communicating. In addition, the words should be used without intent to Double
Entendre or ambiguity, or errors of any kind ( Ortograficos or pronunciation ).

precitados
It means that they had previously been named.  Used to never repeat names or a listing.

preclaro
It means that it is remarkable, very illustrious, eminent, outstanding, important, outstanding.  Famous, famous.

preclinico
It is a phase of studies of a drug, which is done in the laboratory and that is prior to the human trial.  The correct term is
preclinical, always with tilde. 

precolombina
It is the name of a stage in the history of America.  It means that it dates from before the discovery of America (Arrival of
Columbus to America).  It usually refers to American art, relics and archaeological resources made before 1492.  Time
that precedes the Discovery of America.

precolombino
It means that it dates from before the discovery of America (Arrival of Columbus to America).  It usually refers to
American art, relics and archaeological resources drawn up before 1492.

preconcepto
In Colombia, the term is used to designate the draft technical report of a visit of inspection carried out by an authority or
a concept.

precordillerano
It means that you live or are located on the footmount or before starting the mountain range, at the base of the
mountain.  It is located where the mountain range or mountain begins.  Located at the foot of the mountain or mountain
range. 

precoz
A person who has an intellectual development than their chronological age.  Means early, early, early, early.  It can also
mean, green, green, tender, immature.

preculusion



The correct term is estoppel.  In law, it means loss, expiration or premature or early termination of a faculty, a power or a
right that it had and was used.  It is part of procedural economy.

predecesor
Person who precedes another, who lived in past times and of which he is a descendant.  Who lived before.  A person
who has held a position or distinction prior to another.  Ancestor, ancestor, ascendant. 

predecesores
Plural of predecessor .  It means they came, acted or existed before.  Ancestors, ancestors, ancestors, elders, parents,
parents, forerunners. 

predegosa
It means that you have many stones, rocks or boulders.  Rocky.

prediabetes
It is the medical diagnosis of a patient who is that in the last three months their hemoglobin to give lab tests glycosylated
mark a result very close to 6, 4.  If you mark above 6. 5 is considered Diabetes Mellitus or type 2.  Recurring income is
also considered pre-diabetes is greater than 130 glycemia in fasting.  A patient who has a propensity to acquire
Diabetes.

predial
Relative or relative to the area.  Tax that exists in Colombia, whereby the State charged to owners of land or real estate,
according to its rateable value.  Cadastral.

prediccion de males o desdichas sin fundamento
That is the definition of to predict, establish omens. It is also what makes a 40 sorcery; Fake characters claiming to
predict the future and their victims in general are ignorant people ).

predicciones
It is the plural of prediction.  You want to tell omen, prophecy, omen, prognosis, aguero.  To present in advance events
will reportedly occur.

predictor
It means that it predicts or predicts .  Guess what .  You can predict or guess. 

prediluviano
It means that it happened or lived before the Universal Flood.

prediseñar
It is an activity prior to the design. It is analysis that you want, so you want and how you want. The sketches to establish
( 41 drafts; What is to be. Usually there is a meeting between the designer and who contracts the service.

predominio
It means that it excels, which is noticeable to a greater degree, which is more important.  It has dominance, that prevails



or advantages, that highlights, uncrows or exceeds. 

prefabricable
It means that it is susceptible to being prefabricated.  It can be manufactured by modules.  That it can be manufactured
to be armed. 

prefabricadas
It means that it is built by assembling or assembling parts that have previously been built or manufactured.  To assemble
or assemble .  Ready to assemble or install . 

prefijo bur
It is not the Spanish language, it is English. BUR or burr, means cadillo, Velcro, hedgehog.

prefijo fisio
It is a Greek prefix (Physis, Phusis or Physis) that means grow, sprout, nature, growth.

prefijo hidro
The prefix hydro means water.  it comes from the Greek root hydro.

prefijo oro
The prefix gold, is of Greek origin and means mountain, relief, change of height.

prefiloxérica
It is the name by which it is called all kinds of vine strains, which were not affected by the attack of phylloxera, which is
an insect that attacked many crops in Europe and Spain, in the nineteenth century.   Phylloxera-resistant layers.  They
are also known as American-footed.  They thrive very easily on sandy soils. 

pregnant
It means state of gestation or pregnancy.  It expectant mothers, pregnant, pregnant, gravid, pregnant.

pregnar
It means that it is captured with the view, which you see.  You can see.  It attracts the observer.  It is a term used in
advertising and design. 

pregonad
It's a preach inflection.  It means to announce, to propagate, to publish, to disclose, to publish, to advise, to notify.  It can
also mean bragging, showing off, boasting.

pregonar
It means inform, advertise, advise, proclaim, notify, post.

pregonero
You want to tell the person who takes care of read, post or reciting the speeches.  Who makes proclamations.  Person



who makes announcements, giving notices, which emits information.  Detains vendor, notifier, broadcaster and
announcer.

pregón
It means ad making aloud.  Propaganda or advertisement which is made by speakers.  Information of public interest
which is made in a square or via public and loud.

preicfes
In Colombia the ICFES tests are tests of knowledge that are made to students who complete secondary education in
order to meet their degree of readiness and allow him to enter the University. Therefore, PreICFES are the courses of
preparation for the tests that are given to students to improve their level. ICFES Colombian Institute for the promotion of
higher education stands.

preinfantiles
It is an age category used in some group sports such as football.  It means previous or previous to infantile.  Minors than
children.  They are considered the youngest athletes.  Almost always under 7 years old. 

prelado
It means preferred, favorite.  Highest member of an episcopate.  Superior of a religious community.  Bishop, abbot. 
Who rules the Prelature.  Religious honorary position, elected or appointed by the Pope.

preludio
It means advance, entry, preamble, announcement, prologue, start.  Short and lively musical work that is interpreted as
an introduction to a great work.  It means before, omen, that precedes.

premenopausia
Name given to the pre-menopause stage of women. 

premier
Premier is a word of French origin that means first (ordinal number).  It is similar, but not equal to the also French word
meaning premiere premiere (as if pronounced premier).  In Spanish the gallicism premier is used to designate the
premiere (by premiere) of an artistic event, especially in cinema, theatre or opera.

premisia mayor
The correct term is major premise.  It means premise that it infers or has influence or importance in a syllogism.  In logic,
is the proposition that most marks a decision.

premnoplex
It means it hits the logs, it pecks on the logs.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Furnariidae.  We
know them popularly as pop-ups, sub-ships, sub-trons, runners, tails, fafaos, pijuís.  They are characterized by having
spikes in the tail.  It is found in Central and South America.

premoniciones
It means forebodings, hunches, omens, omens.  Plural of premonition .  Know or pre-present something that will
happen.  Actions that try to guess the future.



premotinomias
premotinomias is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Premonitorias" as meaning:<br>I think for what they ask
is by Premonitorias. It is a word that means warning, notice, advertisement, which bode. Feelings, hunches. In biology
are said to the colorations of especially insects and some marine molluscs premonitory because they warn their
potential predators that they are toxic, are dangerous and are not edible. In medicine, it is used to determine a symptom
or a phenomenon that used to announce a disease.

premórbido
It means that you are approaching or approaching morbidity or that you are almost morbid.  Refers to a state very close
to serious illness.  Unhealthy, sick, morbid, inalous.

premura
Haste, eagerness, determination, promptness and lightness with which one thing is done.  Urgency, readiness, speed,
haste, urgency. 

prenazismo
In Germany, period before Nazism.  By extension it is thus called non-acceptance of differences and intolerance.  It
means he's on his way to Nazism or authoritarianism. 

prenda
Object that is delivered as a credit guarantee, bond.  Part of the costume.  Clothes, clothing, clothing.  It is also a turning
light, which means light, start, give fire.

prendada
It's a turning point in.  It means falling in love, getting attached, getting passionate, getting attached.

prensa
It is a device with two flat metal plates and that can be graduated, to compress something that is placed between them. 
Compression.  It can also mean newspaper, diary, printing, die, stamper, publication.  Guild of journalists, commentators
or reporters. 

preñez
Period of pregnancy or gestation .  The period from conception (or fertilization) to labor or birth.  Pregnancy. 

preoperatorio
In Medicine it is the period prior to a surgical intervention. 

prepagar
It means paying in advance, paying before using, consuming or receiving a service. 

prepago
In Colombia is a system of mobile, provided only if the user has balance.  It is subjected to recharge your account to use
it, otherwise only account with a line on your behalf.  Before cards were used to recharge, it is today very easily in many
locations.  It has the advantage that if it is not needed or not used does not have to pay.  Also says prepaid to a girl who
exercise prostitution in a clandestine manner and contact you for a phone number, normally exerts its activity attempting



to discover that not your family or friends, as well as making it intermittently have it.  Public transportation card, which
can be used dee be recharged and present available balance.

preparado
It means product of preparation.  It can also mean drug, drug, drug.  In Colombia it also means polite, educated. 

preponderar
It means mastering, dominating, prevailing, exceling.  It has greater weight, strength or importance compared to another.

prepotencia
Overbearing defect .  Vanity, way of being of the person who thinks he is superior to others.  Virtue, quality or defect of
one who believes with more power than others.  Enlargement, vanity, arrogance, authoritarianism.  Pride, pride,
boasting. 

prepotente
A person who feels superior to others.   A character who believes with more power than the others.  Enlarged, vain,
arrogant, authoritarian.

preprandial
Blood test that is done to a patient before eating. It is made to learn picture blood and especially the blood sugar
reading. After eating another examination is taken after two hours and is called Postprandial.

pres
It is short for pressure. 

presa
In Colombia it means part, piece, piece or edible fraction, usually of animal flesh.  It also means stopped, rea, captured,
inmate, chained, tied.  In engineering, it is the same thing that dam, dam, reservoir.  A hunting trophy.  Looting, booty,
prey and plunder.

presagio
It's the same as an announcement, foreboding, omen, hint, intuition.  Signs or announcements that tell us what will
happen in the near future.

presagió
It is inflection of foreshadowing that it means to give an announcement of something, before it happens, presentiment,
omen, hint, intuition.  Pointed out or announced (indicated that it would happen in the near future). 

presbitario
presbitary it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Presbytery." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
presbytery. It means meeting of priests with a bishop. Meeting or Council of elders. It is also the place that surrounds an
altar, usually high in the nave of the Church, and sometimes with railings.



presbítero
Religious who is part of the group of Catholic priests or Protestant pastors of greater age and authority, who meet to
pray or to prepare.  It belongs to the presbytery .  priest. 

presbyornis
It means old bird, old bird or ancient bird.  It is the name of a genus of extinct ducks, which existed in the Lower Eocene.
 They belonged to the family Presbyornithidae.  They had more appearance of flamingos by their legs and very long
necks, but the beak was duck (filtering beak).  It is considered an ancestor of ducks, geese and geese.

presciente
prescient is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is sensing.  It is an
inflection of sense.  It means having the belief or feeling that something is going to happen.  Bode, predict, suspect,
suspect, believe, forecast, glimpse, guessing.

prescindible
It means that it is so necessary, that it can do without him.  Unnecessary, optional, voluntary, random, superfluous. 
Adorno, washer, attachment, attachment.

prescindibles
Plural of dispensable.  It means that you can ignore or put aside, it is not necessary.

presedida
Presedida is a word that does not exist in Spanish. It is possible that they ask for preceded ( c ) means being or comes
before the person that we talk about. Antecedida.Puede be also that they ask for presided over which means it is led or
directed by the person who is speaking.

presencia de conglomerado ganglionar
It is a medical term to signify that in the patient accumulation of layers of tissue lymphoid or formation of abnormal
bumps were found.  Usually refers to nodes bulge, lymphomas or worse still metastases.

presentación personal
It refers to the mode of dress and arrange a person to attend an interview. Appearance, aspect, appearance, mood,
pinta, facha.

presentalla
It means offering, offering, present, gift, gift.  Offering on an altar or to God.  Donation, oblation. 

presente
It means gift, gift.  It also means current time.  It also means that he attends, that he is in the same place as the person
speaking.  Conjugation time . 

presentimientos
Plural of foreboding .  It means hunch, premonition, omen, suspicion, prognosis.



preservacion del ambiente
It is the same as environmental conservation, environmental protection, conservation and protection of nature. The
establishment and implementation of standards of all kinds, aimed at the protection and conservation of the
environment, is to make this planet liveable in good condition and for all species. Rational use of natural resources.

preseverancia
It is badly written, since it must be perseverance, persevere. It is a qualifying adjective used in Colombia, meaning
tenacity, hard, insistence, persistence, constancy, impetuous, firmness, stubborn.   " He who perseveres reaches " It is a
very popular in Colombia said. There is a neighborhood called perseverance in Bogota.

presidiario
It means detainee, person who is in prison paying a sentence.  Captive, prisoner, prisoner, convicted, convicted,
galeote.  Hostage. 

presidida
It's a turning point of presiding.  It means directing, guiding, commanding, governing, guiding, leading, driving.  Guided,
directed, governed, commanded, headed, oriented,

preso
It means detainee, person who is in prison paying a sentence.  Captive, prisoner, prisoner, convicted, convicted,
galeote.  Hostage, imprisoned. 

presopopeya
The correct term is prosopopeia.  It means giving properties be encouraged to something inanimate, also give qualities
of intelligence or rational attitudes to an animal or to speak the dead.

preste
Person who bears the expenses of a religious festival.  Priest, clergyman, pastor.  Priest who leads religious services,
such as a Mass.  Inflection of lending, which means giving credit, trusting, helping. 

presteza
Quality of presto .  It means promptness.  lightness, brevity, diligence.  How quickly something runs. 

prestidigitador
Person who does tricks with his hands.  Illusionist, magician. 

presto
It means soon, fast, light.  Inflection of lending, which means giving credit, trusting, helping, pledging.  In Colombia it is a
company dedicated to the sale of pizzas and hamburgers. 

presuepuesto
presuepuesto is incorrectly written and it should be written as "The budget" being its meaning:<br>This word is wrong
written must be presupposed. Reason, cause or pretext under which runs a thing. Advance course or assumption.
Computation or estimate anticipated costs that will have an entity, company or person in a period or future force.



presumida
In Colombia he is a very presumptuous, vain person.  Jactanciosa, chicanera, ostentatious, pretentious, immodest,
smug, bragging, bluffing, superb. 

presura
Haste, eagerness, determination, promptness and lightness with which one thing is done.  Haste, speed, speed.  It is
also called a peasant settlement on arid lands, poor quality (barren). 

presuroso
It means that he is in a hurry, that he is in a hurry.  Fast, fast, fast, light. 

preta
It is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese and means black.

pretensiones
It is the same as aspirations, goals, desire, purpose and ambition.  It is the plural of pretension.  Vanity.

pretil
In Colombia is the walking path on the side of a road, street or road.  Strip for the movement of pedestrians.  Sidewalk,
platform, sardinel.  In Argentina they say sidewalk.  Originally trails or paths made of flat stones.  Paved floor.

pretina
In Colombia can be two different things: one is the sash or strip of fabric of the pants that surrounds the waist.  It can
also be valid for the waist of a woman's dress, or the fabric sash that joins the blouse and skirt.  Belt, waist. Strap.  It is
also a long, thin leather strip that once punished disobedient children.  Strap, stand, whip.

pretoria
It is the name of a town in South Africa.  Pretoria is the administrative capital of South Africa.

pretorio
Place of judge.  Palace where the Roman Pretor lived.

pretoría
It is the dignity or employment of the praetor.  Pretura .  They can also ask for Pretoria, without a tilde.  If so, it is a city. 
Pretoria, without a tilde, is the name of a port city in South Africa.  It belongs to Gauteng Province.  of which it is its
capital.  Name of an asteroid . 

pretzel
It is a type of biscuit of German origin.  It is also called bretzel.  It is shaped like a twisted bow p of several rings
attached. 

pretzel
It is a term of German origin.  It is the name of a type of biscuit, in the form of a twisted loop.  or tied up.  It has a slightly
salty taste and is somewhat consistent and crispy.



prevalecer
It means to excel or impose oneself on others.  It is valid for people or things.  To maintain, to continue to exist.  primar,
predominate, excel. 

prevalecian
sure is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Prevailing" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of the prevailing.
It means prevail, imposed, prevail, Excel, outdo, Excel, predominate.

prevalencia
It is the proportion of people affected by an event within the total population.  It can be presented as a fraction,
percentage or number of cases per 10. 000 or 100 . 000 people .  Predominance, imposition.  Effect of prevailing that
means to prevail, to uncollar, to predominate, to advantage, to stand out. 

prevaricato
It means deviating from the right path, acting incorrectly, walking crooked, deviating from what is right or commanded by
law.  Manifestation contrary to the law made by a public official. 

prevencion de accidentes
It is called prevention of accidents to the set of measures that are taken both individually as socially, from public or
private initiatives, to prevent as far as possible that unintended harmful events occur, or reduce the damaging effects of
the same, if its occurrence is inevitable.

prevenda
It means advantage, profit, utility, benefit, achievement, warranty.  Advantage that you get in a negotiation or agreement.

prevenido
It is an inflection of prevent or prevented.  Person who lives being wary, which takes precautions.  A person who is
adequately prepared to meet any contingency.  Suspicious, prepared, attentive, apertrechado, willing, ready, warned
informed, notified, knowing, in advance, use caution.

preventa
It is the name of a commercial action or sales tactic, which aims to sell some locations that are unattractive to the public,
but are made available before starting the actual sale.  They are usually at lower cost and guarantee not to be affected
by the avalanche when made available to the general public.  There is a variant, to locate in the public the most
expensive locations that have the most demand.  It is widely used for concerts.

preventista
Preventista is the person who promotes prevention in catastrophic events (disaster prevention).  It is also a person who
promotes a company sales, is in charge of the pre-sale, is the person who takes the orders for a subsequent sale.

previsiva
It refers to a cautious, prepared, cautious, careful, watchful person.

previsivos
It refers to people who take precautions, which are prepared for any action that will execute.  It means that they are



cautious, prudent, prevented, cautious, prepared, calculators, ready.

prez
It means fame, honor, reputation, prestige, credit, fame, notoriety, popularity, gloria.

prédica
It means talk, teaching, sermon, homily.  Conversation or speech for indoctrination purposes.

prémium
It means very special or superior quality features.  Better, superior. 

prêt à porter
It's a French locution that means ready to go.

pridefully
It is an English word which means with pride, arrogance, arrogance and pride.

prigilio
It means judgment, sanity, sense, head.

prima hermano na
It can be used in general for all cousins, that is, the relationship they have between the children of several siblings. 
Sons of uncles.  .  It is more appropriate to use the term when cases of children of two brothers, married to two sisters,
therefore both families have the same two surnames.  In my big family this has been common, for my grandparents,
several uncles, several cousins and my two brothers did.  This makes families very close. 

primado
He is a cardinal, bishop or archbishop, endowed with greater authority among others.  It is appointed by the Pope.  It
has authority over the religious of a particular country or region.  That he has authority and command.  What a premium
over the others.  Highest hierarchy. 

primala
It's a way to call a female sheep cub who is under 2 years old.  Small sheep. 

primaticos
The correct term is binocular.  It means binoculars or twins.  It is an optical element to look very far.

primer palo
In football the first stick is the stick closer to the barrier in a free kick direct. Colombia is the first Pinball or basket of
beer.

primera dama
Spouse of a high dignitary.  It is a country, spouse of the President.  In a State, province or governorate spouse of the



Governor.

primero
It is an ordinal.  It means that it precedes all the others or that it occupies the number 1 place.  That all others follow him
or all others.  That there is no one to surpass or precede it. 

primicia
News that he is reported for the first time, something important that just happened and who should be reported
immediately.  Extra, news, new, new.  Advance, sample, first fruit contribution can also gift, donation, gift.

primicias
First news. Last-minute news. News, advances, samples, contributions, donations and gifts. Origin, principle.

primilla
It is a special forgiveness that is given to exonerate from guilt the person who commits a fault for the first time.  It is also
one of the common names of a bird of prey in Spain.  It is also called falcon, falcon, lesser falcon, kestrel.  Its scientific
name is Falco naumanni and it belongs to the family Falconidae. 

primis
In Colombia it means cousin, cousin.  Also in all kinds of game, it means that you want to be the first to start the game. 
It also means winner, first

primípara
It means woman or person who does something for the first time.  In Colombia of fashion slang and derogatory, calling a
student's first semester at the University.

primíparo
It means making something for the first time.  In Colombia of slang and derogatory, way way to call a student's first
semester at the University.

primo
It is an apocopized form of the name primitive male.  It is of Latin origin and means that it is in the first place, the first. 
Primo is a male name in Italian and has that same meaning.  Primo is also the relative who is the son of the uncle or
aunt.  In Mathematics is that number that can only be divided by itself or one.  It can also be a primar inflection, which
means stop first, give priority, favor.

primogénito
It means the first child, the son who is born first.  Older son. 

primolius
It means they are first, priority.  It is a new genus of parrots known as maracanas.  They were removed from the genera
Ara and Propyrrhura.  They belong to the Psittacidae family.  They are only found in small redoubts in South America,
especially in or around sectors of the Brazilian pantanal.



primor
It is a short say gorgeous way.  It means fineness, delicacy, skill, neatness, grace, perfection.  beauty, dedication,
charm, gorgeous, angel (quality).

primordial
He has precedence over the other things.  It means that it is essential, basic, very important.  Priority, fundamental .

primores
It is the plural of primor.  In Colombia and especially in Tolima and Huila is widely used.  It means beautiful, beautiful,
beautiful, cute, charming.  Also used to mean much appreciation or affection, very loved.  Who are first to everything
(affection, beauty). "Good Primor" is also an expression of surprise.  Elaborate, careful.

primorosa
It means fine, exquisite, dexterous, neat, pleasing, perfect, beautiful, beautiful, cute, beautiful. 

primoroso
It means right-handed, expert, perfect, excellent, delicate.  In Colombia it also means that it has finesse, exquisiteness,
dexterity, neatness, grace, perfection.  Beauty, care, charm, preciousness, angel (Quality).  Fine, exquisite, dexterous,
neat, pleasing, perfect beautiful, beautiful, cute, precious, divine. 

primum non nocere
It's a Latin phrase and it means "the first thing is not to hurt."  The main thing is to do no harm.  Although not in the
Hippocratic Oath it is a maximum of Hippocrates and is practiced by all Doctors since ancient times. 

princetonia
You want to say in latin of 40 Princeton; University of United States ).  The correct term is Princetonia ( 41 own name;.  It
is the name of one of the many asteroids, its name is due to that in that University Raymond Smith who discovered him
graduated.

principadgo
Old way of saying principality, referring to the noble title or the territory ruled by a prince. 

principado
Title that gives dignity to a prince.  Territory ruled by a prince.  In angelology or theology it is a choir of the third hierarchy
that is accompanied by archangels and angels.  Name of the seventh choir of the angels.  Guardian angel of a nation. 

principal
It means that it is the first, the most important or the most esteemed, within a group.  Boss, the one with the highest rank
or hierarchy.  Fundamental, vital, essential, distinguished, noble.  Manager, director.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin.  It exists in Spain and the Philippines.   Surname of a great actress, from the United States, born in Japan. 

principe arabe
This is the definition of Emir.



principiantes
Means novice, inexperienced, apprentices, inexperienced.  That lack them experience.

pringa pie
In Central America, and especially in Guatemala it means diarrhea, ease, mollusk.

pringar
In Colombia it means trying to disinfect by applying boiling water.  Disinfect with cottons impregnated with hot water. 
Colloquially impregnate the bread with something oily or oily.  Vulgarly, infecting another with a venereal disease. 

pringaron
In Colombia, it means which produced him itching, itching, urticaria, itching.  It is a dirty, dirty is turning.  It means be
affected with plants or stinging nettle or the prigamosa leaves.  By extension and more vulgar form, it means
contamination or infection of a venereal disease.

pringoso
In Colombia it means that pringa, which is hives, that it stings.  It can also mean that it is greasy, greasy, oily. 

pringue
It means fat, oil, sebum, butter, bacon.  Fatty part of the meat.  Lipid, fat. 

prinia
It is the common name of many bird species in the family Cisticolidae.  They are small and insectivorous.  It is also the
genus name of these same species.

prinia charlatana
It is the common name of a bird species belonging to the family Cisticolidae and is the only species in the genus
Spiloptila.  Its scientific name is Spiloptila clamans .

prioniturus
It means saw-tailed tail, tail like saw.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Psittaculidae ( parrots).  They can
only be found in Indonesia and the Philippines.

prionochilus
It means with lips or mouth like saw (sawed beak, short and curved).  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the
family Dicaeidae.  They are only found in Australasia and are called Picaflores (they feed on nectar and are also
insectivorous).  They're small and plump.

prior
Superior of a monastery or convent.  The first between two, prelated.  Religious or monk of higher rank, but inferior to an
Abbot. 

priotelus
It means that it ends in saw, saw (refers to the peak).  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family



Trogonidae.  It is also known as trogon, tocororo.  tocoloro, guatiní or surucuá.  There are only two species, one
endemic to Cuba and the other from The Island of Hispaniola (Haiti and Dominican Republic.

prisa
In Spain and Colombia is a Radial group of communicators that which makes snail part.  PRISA is the acronym for the
Spanish communications company promoter of information S.  A.  It also means quickly, quickly.  lightness, urgency,
urgency, urgency, speed trouble.

priscos
It was the name of a criminal gang that existed in Medellín, Colombia.

prisionero
It means detainee, person who is in prison paying a sentence.  Captive, prisoner, prisoner, convicted, convicted,
galeote.  Hostage. 

pristo
Very small type of canoe used by ancient Greeks.

priula
It means concerning the Priuli family, a Venetian family in Italy.  It is also an Italian town near Susegana in the Province
of Treviso, Veneto Region.  There is also Ponte della Priula ( Bridge of the Priula).

privaciones
It means needs, deficiencies, scarcity.  Lack of something you're supposed to have or something you're missing. 
Hardship.

prix
It is a Galicism that means prize.  Word of French origin meaning prize or trophy.  It's also a way of calling it an
automobile race. 

príapo
God of Greco-Roman mythology, cursed and depicted dwarf, bearded and with a disproportionately large penis.  Minor
god of fertility in Greco-Roman mythology.  It was a symbol of masculinity especially in the rural area and protector of
orchards and gardens.  He was the son of Aphrodite (Love and Desire) and Dionysius (God of Wine, Pleasure and
Ecstasy). 

prístima
pristima is incorrectly written and should be written as "pristine, pristine ( N ). "being its meaning:"<br>The term proper is
Pristina.  Means clean, immaculate, pristine, primitive, original, ancient, first, transparent, pure.

prístina
It means pure, immaculate, naive, chaste, Virgin.

prístino



It means that it keeps its original purity.  Pure, immaculate, diaphanous, unaltered, original, crisp, clear, Virgin.

pro cologista
Pro cologista is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Proecologista" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
proecologista or just green. A person who by conviction environmentally friendly or promotes the protection of the same.
Environmentalist, proambientalista. Environmental promoter.

pro deudos
It means for the benefit of the sick, for the benefit of the relatives of the deceased.

pro obras
Pro works means a benefit of. It is usually the announcement of a few calls to donate or buy tickets in a raffle or
participate in events such as bingo or bazaars, to collect funds for a particular work.

proa
Name of the front of a boat or boat.  Front of a ship or vehicle. 

proambientalista
A person who promotes actions in favour of the environment.  Ecologist, naturalist, environmentalist.

probable
It is a word derived from test.  Bend test.  It means that it can be proven, it can be verified.  It is possible, that can show,
likely verifiable, possible, feasible, viable.

probiótico
They are living organisms that remain naturally in our body, especially in the intestines.  Foods that contain this class of
organisms that are added to increase or maintain intestinal flora. 

problema
Proposition or difficulty of doubtful solution.  Karma, difficulty, obstacle, obstacle, hindrance, inconvenience,
complication, setback, setback, impediment, hurry, impasse, hindrance, quagmire, brake, pregnancy. 

probo
It means correct, honest, honored, accredited, complete, uncorrupted.  Person who excels for his probity.

probos
It is the plural of probo.  It means correct, complete, honest, very good moral.

procastrinador
Person who postpones his work until later.  That postpones, postpones or postpones.  That delays the completion of its
work.  Delayed, delayed.  That postpones the work. 

procaz



It means shameless, obscene, daring, cheeky.  Person who speaks braaably about sexual issues.  Unlanguado,
impudent.

procellariiformes
It means living among the storms, hurricanes or storms.  Who they seem or are forms of storm.  They are birds that live
far from the coast and feed in flight.  Procellariiforme is an order of birds, they belong to 4 families: Procellaridae (petrels
or Shearwaters), Diomedeidae (albatrosses), Hydrobatidae (petrels or skates) and diving (scuba divers potoyunco,
yuncos or preteles).  By sneezing they expel excess salt through the nostrils.

proceres
The correct term is próceres, always with tilde.  Plural de procer .  It means a person who is characterized by being a
hard-earned advocate of his beliefs or thinking.  Knight, champion, champion, hero, warrior, paladin.

procesadora
Although it is a way of calling a chopper or a food processor, in general it can also be a factory or factory, the place
where through different processes food products are obtained. 

proceso
It can mean development.  Different stages that are required to obtain a final product.  It's an inflection to process.  It
means judgment, summary, cause, guilt, judgment, conviction, incrimination.  It also means processing, manufacturing,
processing.

proceso adiabatico
Physics: In thermodynamics is designated as adiabatic process to one in which the thermodynamic system ( usually, a
fluid that performs work ) do not Exchange heat with its surroundings. An adiabatic process that is reversible is called
isentropic process. The opposite extreme, in which the maximum heat transfer, causing the temperature to remain
constant, takes place is called isothermal process. Adiabatic refers to volumes that impede the transfer of heat to the
environment

procion
It is another way to call the aguará or raccoon.  Its scientific name is Procyon cancrivorus.  Raccoon or crab-eating
procyon.  It belongs to the family Procyonidae.  They are popularly called bears washers, scratchers or scrapers. 

proclama
It is usually a speech written or read, which is made with authority over a group of followers.  Political act.  It can mean
talk, conversation, speech, sermon.  Speech to stimulate or encourage listening.  Arenga, proclamation, preaching,
calyx.

proclamad
It's an inflection to proclaim.  It means preach, announce, declare, Manifest, affirm, appoint, elect, publish, disclose.

procne
In Greek mythology she was a daughter of the king of Athens, Pandion I.  She was the wife of Thereo of Thrace with
whom he had Itis.  She ended up turned into a nightingale.  She was the sister of Filomela, who ended up becoming a
swallow. 



proconesio
It means natural or native to Proconeso, an ancient Greek city.  Related to Proconeso ( Greece) .  Type of marble that
comes from that region, on the Island of Marmara, which today belongs to Turkey.  White marble.

procrastinación
It is the bad habit of many people delay the execution of an activity to be carried out.  Delay, delay, delay.

procrastinar
It means leaving for tomorrow, leaving for later.  It means deferring, delaying, delaying, postponing.  It is clarified that in
Argentina, Colombia and some parts of Spain, with the same sense, it is very common to use procastinar, without the
second r and has even been accepted SAR.  The word purist is procrastinar, where the cra particle means tomorrow,
then the next day.

proctorrafia
It is a practice medicoquirúrgica which consists of suturing wounds or lacerations of the rectum.

procupado
Inflection of worrying or worrying.  It means restless, restless, restless, restless, troubled, mortified.  Awake, afflicted,
distressed, acute.  Who has worries, anxieties, or problems. 

prodeudos
For the benefit of the debits or mourners.  Beneficiaries of an inheritance .  Heirs, successors, legatees, descendants.

prodición
It means treason, felony, treachery, infidelity, perfidy.  It's a crime. 

prodigio
It is portentous, that produces admiration, protruding noticeably above the rest.  Prodigious.  Miracle.  event requiring
divine intervention.  Wonder, something that stands out about the natural things.  Wonder, who stands out for his skills
and qualities.  Wise.

prodigioso
It means extaordinary, wonderful, phenomenal.  It is portentous, it produces admiration, it stands out noticeably above
the rest.  Event that requires divine intervention.  Wonder, something that stands out about natural things.  Portento, a
person who excels at his abilities and qualities.  Wise, miraculous.

produscos
Plural of pedrusco .  It is a derogatory derivative of stone.  It means singing, stone, pebble, Chinese.  Rocks or small
stones. 

proemiales
It means relative to the prologues of the books.  Relating to proemios . 

proemio



It means prologue, preface, advance, introduction. 

proeza
It means feat.  Something that requires great courage and sacrifice to be achieved.  Gesta. 

proezas
Plural of feat .  It means feats.  Achievements that require great courage and sacrifice to be achieved.  Deeds, epics,
heroics, hombradas. 

profano
That it is not sacred and that it does not serve that purpose.   That does not show respect for sacred things.  Inflection of
desecrating which means disrespecting, raping, dishonoring, debasing. 

proferir
It means to say, to announce, to pronounce, to articulate, to exclaim, to speak. 

proferta
It is something that is said, advertised or desecrated.  What is offered or exclaimed.  Exclamation, screaming, warning,
announcement. 

profesar
It means doing, exercising an activity or a trade.  Perform, recognize, believe. 

profesiones
It means branches of science or knowledge that allow a defined job.  Trades, careers, occupations, activities.  Racing
professionals studying.

profesía
The correct term is prophecy, with c.  It means vaticinium, omen, prediction, omen, forecast, divination, ad, warning.  It is
a fact that is announced long before it happens.  Guessing effect.

profesor rubalcaba
They can refer to Dr. Alfredo Pérez Rubalcaba, who was professor of organic chemistry at the Complutense University
of Madrid.  He held several ministries and the vice President of government in Spain.

profiterol
It is a type of small French cake, similar to petisú.  It is made with a very light dough called choux paste.  They are of
French origin and the term translates tip, profit, benefit.  It is also called a repollita. 

profundidad
Depth, background.  Measurement taken from the highest level to the bottom in any container or in a body of water
(river, sea, lake).  Abyss. 



profundo
It means that it is very deep.  That has or is at great depth.  That reaches deep inside.  That penetrates or is deep
inside. 

profusión
It means abundance, too much, flow, quantity, excess.  That there is much more than expected.  Numerous, countless. 

profuso
It means numerous, copious, abundant, rich, exuberant.  It means a lot of something. 

progenie
Successors, heirs, children or descendants of a person.  By chaste extension, lineage .

progenito
progenito is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Progenito" as meaning:<br>Progenito or parent is the first
direct ancestor of a living being. Father or mother of an animal or a human being. It is valid even for plants. Who
originates a progeny.

progenitores
Plural parent .  It means parents.  First-degree relative of ancestry, dads, procreators.

progeria
It is the name of a rare disease that is characterized by premature aging.

prohijó
It is an inflection of adopt.  It means welcome, protect, defend.  It is also taken to another as if it were a child.  It is also
supporting and defending the ideas of another.

proiraní
It means he's fighting for Iran.  He defends Iran.  It promotes Iran's defense or policies. 

prokne
In Greek mythology, sister of Philomena.  Procne .  Daughter of the Athenian King Pandion I.  She was the wife of the
Hero and King of Thrace, Tereus.  Name of an asteroid (194). 

prolapsa
Inflection of over-use or prolapsarse. It is a term used in medicine, which means that an organ or bone have been run or
displaced from its natural location. For example the uterus can be over-use.

prolapse
Prolapse or prolapse literally means " fall out of place " from the latin prolabi which means " " fall. In medicine, prolapse
or prolapse is a condition in which the organs, such as the uterus, fall or slip out of place. It is used for organs protruding
through the vagina or rectum or misalignment of the valves of the heart. A herniated spinal disc also is sometimes called
" 34 disc prolapse. In relation to the uterus, prolapse condition results in a lower extension of the organ in the vagina,



caused by weakened pelvic muscles.

prolapsos
It means falls, to be located outside the right place.  In Medicine may refer to the detachment of the uterus or vagina. 

prole
Want to tell children or descendants, litter, offspring, progeny, family shoots.  A group of people.

prolegómeno
It means pre-agreement.  Prior or preliminary agreement.  Treaty or agreement that is placed before starting a work or
writing, which establishes foundations of the final or definitive agreement.  Excessive or unnecessary preparation. 

proleta
It is a popular way of pretending to say proletariat and in Colombia it is used as a synonym for poor. 

proletariado
The name of the proletariat is the mass of the population which has as the only well its workforce.  Member of the
people whose only capital is the workforce of he and his offspring.  That it lacks goods and properties.  By extension
poor, workers and laborers.

proletario
The name of proletarian is given to a person who has only good its work force.  Member of the people whose only
capital is the workforce of he and his offspring.  That it lacks goods and properties.  Poor extension worker, worker,
employee.

proleto
In Colombia means poor, humble, modest.  It is also used as a synonym for worker, worker, proletarian, wage earner,
day laborer.

proligidad
The correct term is prolixity.  You want to tell with the quality or condition of neat.  With much attention to detail,
dedication, detail, scruple, careful.  Long, extensive, tedious, heavy, annoying, annoying.

prolijas
It is the plural of neat.  It means thorough, meticulous, careful, careful, detailed, extensive, long, tedious, heavy, it
annoying, annoying, Importunate, complex.

prolijidad
It is characterized by abundance, great amount.  Exuberance, quantity, abundance, fullness, profusion, excess, pletenth.

prolongados
Elongated, with extension.



promación
Action or effect of promar.  It is a method of final treatment of cadavers, which are treated with Liquid Nitrogen and
subjected to ultrasound vibrations.  They are reduced to dust and facilitate the extraction of metals.  Lyophilization, deep
freezing. 

prometidos
Plural of fiancé .  It can mean boyfriends, suitors, courteers, futures, lovers, heartthroes.  Inflection of promising.  It
means to agree, to agree, to guarantee, to commit, to secure, to glimpse, to offer. 

promilea
promilea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Promylea" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Promylea ( in
Latin ) Although Spanish form Promilea could be accepted.  It is the name of a genus of moths belonging to the family
Pyralidae.  The Promylea lunigerella is a moth or Butterfly night. Images of deities that were placed on the docks of ports
to request return safe.

promocion
The correct term is promotion, with tilde.  Action or effect of promoting.  It means promote, promote, recommend,
support.  In Colombia it can mean grade, rise, improve, gain rank or classification.  It also disclose, disseminate or
publicize.  It is also used as a synonym for bargain, discount, opportunity.

promosión
progress is incorrectly written and should be written as "promotion ( c )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
promotion.  It is the action or effect of promoting.  It means to promote, support, encourage, promote, launch.  Action
whereby the merchant rebate prices for an article with the intention of promoting it and increase your sales.

pronación
In Medicine is a technique to improve the breathing of patients with respiratory conditions.  It consists of placing the
patient face down, considering that the back part is heavier and this affects their breathing.  It is also called prone
decubitus.

prono
It means lying face down, resting on the belly.  It has inclination or tendency to something.  It is also a surname of Italian
origin.  It is currently found in countries such as Argentina and Paraguay.  Surname of Argentine footballer ( Carlos
Enrique Prono ) and Paraguayan ( Enzo Prono ). 

pronoia
It is a word of Greek origin that means foresight, In Psychology it is the belief that people or the world conspire in our
favor.  It's the complete opposite of paranoia.  In Byzantine times, it was also the name of a system of donation and
ownership of land in the Byzantine Empire, something comparable to feudalism in the West. 

prontitud ligereza
They are synonymous with agility, speed, speed.

prontuarial
It means a record or a court record. 



prontuario
List of offences charged to an offender .  Compendium of the Rules of a Science or Art.  Summary or list of various
things in order to keep them in mind when required.  Reminder. 

proñinez
It means for the benefit of children, for the benefit of children.  Campaigns or programs that tend to improve the quality
of life of children from birth to adolescence.  For the benefit of early childhood.

propaga
It is an inflection of spread or metastasize.  It means report, advise, publish, announce, proclaim, spread, disperse,
reproduce, spread, undermine, multiply, proliferate, expand, spread, spread.

propasarse
It means go beyond a limit, exceed what is permitted.  Abuse, overreach, exceed.

propágulo
It is a vegetative part of a plant that can be cut or separated and then grow independently.  They can be of various
kinds: tubers, rhizomes, stolons, or bulbs.  They can also be considered as propagules, buds and seeds.

propender
It means to lean or have a tendency towards something.  Procure. 

propiedades
It means that goods on which you have full control.  Possessions, belongings, property, farms, buildings.  It can also
mean characteristics, qualities, characteristics, attributes and traits.

propinado
It is an inflection of propinar. Means several things: give to drink. Abuse, hit another, deliver a coup. Supply to another a
medicine or a drench.

propositividad
A quality initiatives and positive person, but that does not speak without having previously thought thoroughly.

proptosis
In Medicna is one of the ways to call The Exophthalmia or Orbital Metastasis.  Also ophthalmic protrusion or eyeball.  It
is essentially the exit of the eyeball from the eye sockets.

propugna
Inflection of advocate. It means supporting or defending a position or idea that we consider suitable or successful.
Protect, shelter, instigate, agitate.

prorrogado
It means that a cycle of time, or term was lengthened or prolonged, prior agreement of the parties. Dilate, postpone or
delay a fact.



prorrumpia
prorrumpia is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pardonable." being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
shout. It means get abruptly, suddenly, without wait it, surprise. Break, surprise.

prosa
A set of written literary works.  Natural way to express ourselves well either written or oral, but that not this subject nor to
measures or rhymes.

prosapia
Aristocratic origin or ancestry of a person.  It means lineage, ancestry, lineage, caste, class, lineage, origin, race, roots
and blood.

prosbiterio
The correct term is presbytery.  Set of Priests that belongs to the same Diocese and are under the command of the
same Bishop.  In Latin it means Council of Elders and in Greek Dean or the oldest.  In Architecture is the space that
precedes the High Altar in a church.  In the Catholic Church, it is one of the levels in the ordination of a priest
(priesthood, episcopate and presbyterate) and empowers him to impart the sacraments except for the confirmation that
is the power of the Bishop.  In the evangelical church is a group of churches of a certain geographical region.  Council of
Pastors or Evangelical Ministers of an area.

proscenio
In the old theater it was the part that was located between the stage and the orchestra.  In the theater the part of the
stage close to the public. 

proscratinacion
It is the action or effect of postpone, postpone or defer a work.  Postponement, postponement.

proscrito
You mean expelled, expatriate, exiled, uprooted, displaced.

proselitismo
It means eagerness to convince followers, followers, henchmen, addicts, supporters, fanatics.  Actions that aim to catch
followers through conviction.  

proselito
The correct term is proselyte.  It means follower, adept, henchman, addict, advocate, fanatic.

prosélito
It means follower, adept, henchman, addict, supporter, fanatic.  A person who joins a group, especially if he is religious.

prosimios
It is a suborder of primates that are characterized by prominent snouts and long tails.  In some species the eyes are side
available.  The name is technically Prosimian.  To this suborder are lemurs.



prosocial
In Colombia it was an official entity that disappeared.  Her full name was Social Holiday Promoter and she was in charge
of promoting tourism, recreation and vacations for public officials and official employees; it had a good network of
Vacation Centers distributed throughout the country.  Its ultimate purpose was to foster the employee's family unity. 
Unfortunately, due to bad management, it disappeared and many of those excellent facilities are now deteriorated and
abandoned.  There were good facilities in Bogotá, Cartagena (Hotel India Catalina), La Dorada, Fusagasugá (Los
Guaduales in Chinauta), Puente Nacional, among others.  In Psychology it is the type of behavior that benefits others or
that has positive social consequences. 

prospecciones
It is a set of methods and techniques used to find valuable or useful minerals, hydrocarbons or water deposits. The
seismic survey is one of these methods, which are sought especially hydrocarbons, making exploit sismigel in the
subsoil and Geophones are taken records of the mini-temblores than to be analyzed inform us whether or not there is
what we seek. In Cuba, prospecting refers a general recognition of the patient to detect possible diseases either latent
or incipient. Scanning.

prosperidades
It means booms, booms, progress, developments and fortunes.  It is the plural of prosperity.

prospeterito
The correct term is past post or pospreterito.  It is a conditional time of conjugation and may also indicate courtesy. 
Example: If I had enough money I would travel to Qatar World Cup.

prostibulo
brothel is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 brothel; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
brothel ( with tilde ).  It is the same to that House appointments, puteadero, brothels, lupanar, brothel.

prostituirse
You want to say in general terms to engage in prostitution.  In Colombia has become synonymous with deteriorate,
degenerate, corrupted, damaged, losing moral values, losing quality, losing decency.

prostituta
Woman of the street, woman who trades in his body.  Bitch, meretriz, harlot, fufurufa and grisaux.

prostíbulo
It is the same to that House appointments, puteadero, brothels, lupanar, brothel.

prostíbulos
Place where prostitutes work.  Brothels, dating houses.

prostraron
It is an inflection of prostrar or prostrate.  It means kneel, kneel, do come.

proteasa
In biology it is a type of enzyme that breaks the bonds of proteins.  It facilitates the degradation, absorption and



metabolism of proteins.  They can also be called peptidases. 

protectiva
It means regarding protection, which provides protection.  That aims to protect.  Protective. 

protectivo
It means that it gives or provides protection, which protects.  Guard. 

protectores
Protector plural .  It means it protects or protects.  It serves as a shield or defense or give shelter and shelter.  It can also
mean that it sponsors, sponsors or sponsors.  They are also hygienic products for daily use for women and men.

protegerse
It means seeking protection or shelter.  Castling, beware, invoke, Harbor is, safeguarded.

proteína
In Physiology it is the name of a molecule composed of amino acids that is indispensable for the body to function
properly.  It is essential in body structures such as skin and hair or substances such as enzymes, cytokines and
antibodies. 

protervia
It means perversion, corruption, evil, vileness, lowliness, infamy, malignancy.  Obstinacy in doing wrong, perversity. 

protervo
It means that he maintains his attitude despite knowing that he is wrong.  Stubborn, obstinate, contumacious, porfiado,
insistent. 

protervos
Plural of wicked.  A person who is stubbornly do evil to others.  Wicked, wicked.

protestante
It means complaining, complaining, not accepting all rules or dogmas, protesting or opposing.  That censors, rejects,
rebels or claims.  In Religion, which practices prtestantism that is, they accept the Reformation of the sixteenth century
and that departed from the Catholic Church. 

proto
As a Greek source prefix, it means the primary, the first, the model, the original.  It is also a male name, of Latin origin. 
Name of a saint of the Catholic church of Italian origin.  It is also known as Proto of Aquileia. 

protogeneia
It is a word of Greek origin meaning "first birth".  In Greek mythology, the name of the sister of Epicasta, daughter of
King Calydon and Aeolia.  Protogeneia with Ares, were the parents of Oxylus of Aetolia.  Also name of an asteroid ( 147
) . 



protonefridial
It is the excretory apparatus of the invertebrate animals. They are like filters and make the function of the kidneys in
vertebrates.

protozoarios
They are unicellular, microscopic organisms of the Kingdom Protista (Protoctista) live in humid environments and some
may be parasites.

protrusion
The indicated term is protrusion, always with tilde.  It's a medical term.  In Medicine is the displacement of a part of the
body or an organ forward.  It can also be called protrusion or hernia.  It can occur in many parts of the body. 

protrusión
In Medicine is the displacement of a part of the body or an organ forward.  It can also be called protrusion or hernia.  It
can occur in many parts of the body. 

proturca
Who is an advocate or favors Turkey.  Who seeks the benefit of Turkey.  It attacks enemies of Turkey like Armenia and
Azerbaijan. 

protuyan
It is an inflection of Protuir.  You mean emigrate, move, move, move, move, out, nurture.  It comes from the Latin word
Protudere which means to move forward.

proverbiales
It is the plural of proverbial.  Relative to the proverb.  Known as always.  It means known, known and recognized,
well-known, traditional, customary.

proverbios
Proverbs is the name of one of the Books of the Holy Bible.  It belongs to the Old Testament and the Poetic Books
group.  Maximum, statements or sentences of religious or moral origin.  They are usually very old and very popular
knowledge.

providad
The correct term is honesty.  It is a personal quality that manifests itself in integrity, honesty and morality in action. 
Quality of the probo.  righteousness.

provinciano
It can mean unrefined, rude, not from a big city or capital.  That it originates from a province.  By extension any person
who is originally from outside the capital.  It is considered synonymous with naïve, unwary, candid, candorous, innocent,
gullible, confident. 

provizar
provizar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Provisar." being its meaning:<br>The right thing is provisar.  It
means supply, provide, supply, supply, equip, dispense, give, deliver.  Anticipate, prepare.



provocador
It means that it causes provocation, that it awakens desires.  Also that incites the fight.  Quarrelsome, bully, aggressive,
inciter, instigator, agitator, troublemaker. 

provolone
It is an Italian cheese with denomination of origin, It is made with cow's milk and is native to the south of the country.

proxemia
It means degree of proximity or approach.  Difference or distance between the different spaces (intimate, personal,
social and public). 

proxeneta
Person who exploits women by inducing them to prostitution and benefiting economically from this.  A person who
commits the crime of trafficking in women (improperly called white slavery).  Pimp, Pimp, bastard, macro, pimp.

proximidades
It means close, surrounding.  In Colombia we also say "in the leaks".  Neighborhoods, adjoining areas, borders.

proxy
It means representative.  Agent, substitute or powerofent .  Person authorized to act on behalf of another .  Authorized,
proxy.

prócer
Person of very high dignity.  Eminent, illustrious, very distinguished character.  Illustrious character highly respected for
his qualities and works, and that make him worthy of all consideration.  Egregious. 

pródigo
It means wasteful.  He doesn't take care of their property and they waste them.  Wasteful, wasteful, boot.

prófugo
Person fugitive, fleeing justice.  Absent defendant.  Evaded, escaped, fugitive, deserter and defector.

prórroga
It is the extension agreed between the parts of a business or event, in a space of time.  Extension, addition,
continuation, extension, overtime, expansion, expansion.   Additional time in the sport that is played with the intention of
deciding between the result.  Additional time a term fulfilled.

próximos
You want to say the following, also the closest.  Contiguous neighbors, immediate, adjacent, border, adjacent,
bordering.

prroflauta
The correct term is perroflauta.  It is a derogatory way of referring to a young, thin and scruffy.  Careless.  Street
character who plays flute and carries a dog.



prudencia
Woman's name.  Quality of the prudent.  Common sense, judgment, caution, moderation, equilibrium.

prudentia
It is equivalent in Spanish to Prudence.  It is a woman's name and also the name of one of the cardinal virtues in Latin. 
Name of an asteroid 474 . 

pruina
It is a whitish powder or natural wax that covers some fruits, such as grapes or plums.  It can also be found on the
surface of the stems, leaves, and shoots of many plants. 

pruinoso
It is a term used in Botany.  It means coated with pruning or an epicuticular wax (outside the cuticle, which covers the
cuticle).  It's coated with a natural wax. 

pruína
In Botany it is the name given to an epicuticular wax of some fruits.  Natural wax that coats some fruits such as grapes. 

prurito
In Medicine it is the same as scratching, stinging, itching, itching, tingling.  Intense desire to scratch.  It can also be an
intense desire to make everything perfect.  Trend to perfection.

pry
It is a word in the English language that means lever (e).  Also as a verb is leverage, meddle, rubberneck, browse,
smell.

psalidoprocne
It means like a nightingale scissors.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family swallows or birds ( Hirundinidae ). 
They are found only in Sub-Saharan Africa and comprise 5 species.

psarocolius
It means starling crow, black curved magpie.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Icteridae.  We know them
as chieftains, oropendolas or conotos.

psellioforus
It means she wears a necklace, a necklace holder, collar.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Passerellidae. 
It is found only in Panama and the Darien area of Colombia.  There are two species.  They are known as cerqueros or
cerqueritos.

psephotellus
It means hooded parakeet or capirotado parakeet.  It is a genus of birds in the family Psittaculidae.  They are only found
north of Asutralia and are known as hooded Australian parakeets.  Only 3 species remain.

pseudastur



It means fake falcon, which looks like a falcon, similar to a falcon.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family
Accipitridae.  There are only 3 species.  They are known as hake, busardos or hawks.  They are found from Mexico to
Peru.

pseudeos
It means fake, it simulates, it looks (parrot) .  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Psittaculidae. 
They are known as loris.  There are only two species.  the shadowy lorikan, scientifically named Pseudeos fuscata,
which lives in some New Guinean mangroves and the cardinal lorikan or Pseudeos cardinalis, which remains only in the
Solomon Islands and Bismark.

pseudibis
It means false ibis , similar or similar to an ibis.  It is the name of a genus of birds, which belongs to the family
Threskiornithinae.  There are only 3 species and they are found only in Southeast Asia.

pseudoalcippe
It means false alcipe (or Alcippe), false fulveta.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Sylviidae. 
They are concoded as late, timalí Abisinio and timalí Ruwenzori.  They are found only in sub-Saharan Africa, in the
mountainous parts.

pseudoaristocrático
It means that it pretends to be aristocratic, that it simulates or appears to be.  In Colombia we call these kinds of
characters raised.  Snob.

pseudociencia
They are not science, they resemble or resemble a science without being.  It has no scientific rigor.

pseudocientífico
That it appears to be scientific , that it appears to be scientific , but it is not .  Concerning pseudoscience .  That it is
incompatible with science or the scientific method . 

pseudoleistes
It means it looks like a lark.  Fake Lark.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Icteridae.  We know
them by the yellow breast names, canaries of the mountains or tordos gu'rirahuró.

pseudonigrita
It looks like a bold, false bold (from the bird family Estrildidae).  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family
Passeridae.  They were previously listed in the ploceidae family ( weavers )

pseudopodia
It means it looks or is similar to a leg or a foot.  False paw.  In Biology it is a temporary arm-shaped projection of a
eukaryotic cell membrane, which usually goes forward to where it moves or where the food is.  Mechanism of the
psudopods for their motility and feeding.  Filaments found in the ameads.

pseudorectes
It means it looks like a whistler, similar to the cockohuí, which is like the whistler.  Fake cockohuí.  Pseudo is like, similar



and Rectes is one of the synonyms of Pitohui, which is the name of a genus of birds of the family Oriolidae. 
Pseudorectes is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Pachycephalidae .  They are only found in New
Guinea.

pseudoseisura
It means fake washerwoman, fake biker.  It looks like a washerwoman.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to
the family Furnariidae.  They are known as bakers, bakers, cacholotes or homemades.

pseudotriccus
It means he looks like a flytrap.  False flytrap.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Tyrannidae.  We know
them as tyrants, pygmy flycatchers, small tyrants or dwarf flycatchers.

pseudo}
The Greek prefix Pseudo means false or apparent.

pseudónimo
It means false name.  A fictitious name that is used to hide the true identity. 

psi
It is a unit of pressure measurement in English, which translates pounds per square inch. 

psicoafectiva
It means that they are related to the emotional, motivational and attitudinal aspects of a person. 

psicohipnoterapeuta
It is a psychologist or a psychiatrist who uses hypnosis to make therapies.

psicolabis
It can mean drink aperitif.  Also snack or very light meal.  Snack, snack.

psicología
Etymologically it's the science of the mind.  It is the branch of science that is dedicated to the study of the mind, mental
processes and behavior related to its physical and social environment.

psicorrea
It's a way to call physical and verbal violence to try to correct.  It is a term that seeks to endorse that "the letter with
blood enters" so that it can only be corrected by physical punishment.  Pseudonym of psychiatrist Angel Correa. 

psicosear
It is to make people believe something that is not true with tricks or real to another person.  In Colombia means
sugestionar, convince, suggest, influence, inspire, master, make believe, fascinate, hypnotize, bewitch, go, stop
dragging, blinded, hallucinate is, obcecar is.



psicosis
Fear, anguish, irrational obsession.  It is a mental illness that is characterized by personality alteration and is
accompanied by a severe disorder of the sense of reality.  Name of a 1960 horror film. 

psicovoro
Psicovoro/SoundCloud is a platform or application of audio that lets you hear what you like music and share the sounds
you create. It is an application for mobile phones and tablets. On the other hand, Sycamore is a fruit tree native to Egypt.
A kind of fruit.

psicógeno
It means that it occurs in the mind or thought (psyche, soul).  Psychogenic . 

psicólogo
Person who has studied Psychology.  Professional who has the ability to know the mentality, character and intimacy of
people.  Who understands the way of thinking of others. 

psilocibinas
They are hallucinogenic substances that are obtained from mushrooms of the genus Psilocybe.  They contain a potent
alkaloid. 

psilopogon
It means bearded, he has a beard.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Megalaimidae.  They are
known as bearded.  It is found in Indonesia and Malaysia.  They were previously classified in the genus Megalamia.

psitaciformes
It is the castilianization of the word Psittaciformes.  Meaning that they have form of parrots, which resemble parrots
(Greek Psittakos's parrot).  It is the name of an order of birds typical shaped by parrots, macaws and cockatoos.  This
order is subdivided into three superfamilies: Psittacoidea (typical or parrots parrots), Cacatuoidea (cockatoos) and
Strigopoidea (New Zealand parrots).

psittacara
It means with parrot face or face (or parrot).  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Psittacidae.  They
are commonly called parrots, parrots.  They are also called calancates.

psittacella
It means parrot of stripes or lists, striped parrot.  They are also called tiger parrots.  It is the name of a genus of birds
belonging to the family Psittaculidae.  They are only found in New Guinea.

psittacula
It means parrot, little parrot.  Diminutive of Psittacus ( parrot).  It is the name of a genus of parrots or parrots belonging
to the family Psittaculidae .  They are only found in Africa and some islands of the Indian Ocean.

psittaculirostris
It means gray-billed parrot.  It is a genus of birds in the family Psittaculidae.  they are only found in New Guinea.



psitteuteles
They are a variety of parrots that eat nectar and soft fruits.  They have specialized tongue in brush shape.  They are
known as loris.  They are only found in Australasia.

psittiparus
It means parrot beak.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Sylviidae, they are called piquiloros and only live in
Southeast Asia.

psl
It is possible to ask for (PSL) psl or psi (PSI).  In both cases are acronyms.  PSL is a Colombian company of
development of Enterprise Software with Software tailored to the needs of each client.  It has headquarters in Bogota. 
PSI is the abbreviation for "pounds-force per square inch" which means pounds of force per square inch, which is a
measure of pressure.

psophodes
It means loud, bullying, rumoured.  It makes noise.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family
Psophodidae.  They are native to Australia and New Guinea.

psyche
It can also be called Psyche.  Personification of the soul .  It is the name of the allegorical goddess of the Greeks and
Romans.  Life force of the individual, human soul.  Name of an asteroid .  Sique , psyche , mind .  Set of conscious
processes of the human mind.  Wife of Eros and mother of Hedoné (Pleasure) in Greek mythology.  For the Romans this
same couple (Cupid and Psyche) were the parents of Voluptas. 

pternistis
It means sneezing, stimulating or encouraging.  .  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Phasianidae. 
They are known as Francolines.

pterocles
It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Pteroclidae.  It means that it has a bolt or key in the wings
(pointed wings).  With a hook on the wings.  They are known as ortegas or bargains.

ptilinopus
It means with pen on the foot or pen on the paw.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Columbidae ( pigeons). 
They are a variety of frugivorous pigeons of very colorful colors, They are found in Southeast Asia and Oceania.  They're
called lindos or tinolos.

ptilocichla
It is a genus of birds in the family Pellorneidae.  They are known as ratines.  Etymologically means with pen on the
crown, or with cup. 

ptilogonys
It means feather on the knee.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Ptilogonatidae .  They are native
to Central America and are coniosed with the names of capulineros or silky fly fly flys. 



ptilopachus
It means thick oluma.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Odontophoridae .  They are known as
colines, cdornices of the new world or corcovados. 

ptiloris
It means bird with feather on the nose.  They are known as birds of paradise and belong to the family Paradisaeidae. 
They live in Australia and New Guinea. 

ptilotula
It means with a plume of feathers on the tail.  It is the name of a genus of birds, which belongs to the family
Meliphagidae.  They are known as honeyeaders and are found in Oceania. 

ptolomeo
Ptolemy is incorrectly written and should be written as "Ptolemy ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Ptolemy ( 41 own name;.  Ptolemy or best Claudio Ptolomeo was a great scientist of antiquity, greco-egipcio.  He
devoted himself to astronomy, astrology, chemistry, mathematics and geography.

ptosis palpebral
In Ophthalmology is the technical or medical term for referring the eyelid or drooping eyelids.  It is due to the weakening
of the muscle that controls the eyelid, usually caused by old age. 

pua
PUA is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Spike" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is pua.  It is a
synonym of punch, needle, Stinger, Thorn, skewer, peak, puya, chuzo, hook, affliction, Peña, suffering, pain, gall,
cunning, taimado, ladino, RAM, nail, claw.  Tip or protection of the Hedgehog.

puado
It means he's got spikes or thorns.  Set of spikes that form a comb.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of
a Spanish footballer named javier Puado Díaz.  He plays as a striker for Españyol. 

puaya
It is the name of a village in Indonesia, which belongs to the District of Sukawati, Gianyar Regency, on the island and
province of Bali.  It is also a surname of African origin.  In Colombia puaya, means there, beyond far, far away.

pubalgia
It is a type of injury that is characterized by a great pain in the pubis.  Pain and inflammation in the pelvis and especially
in the pubis. 

puberto
It means juvenile, adolescent, individual who is in puberty (stage of physical changes).

pubertos
It refers to individuals who are in the age of puberty or adolescence. Púberes. This is the stage of development in which
the maturation of the sexual organs in both sexes are reached and its manifestations are evident with the appearance of
breasts, ovulation and menstruation in girls; changes in voice, appearance of hairs and generation of seminal fluid in



males.

pubescencias
In Botany it means hairs or hairs covering some plants (in leaves or stems).  Plural pubescence .  It is another way to
call the stage of sexual development of human beings or adolescence (puberty).

puc paak
It can mean in the mixtec language hill or heap of nopal .  In Mexico is the name of a sweet made with pumpkin seeds.

pucara
The correct term is Pucara.  It is the name of a district of the province Lampa, Puno, in the Peru.  A set of platforms,
channels, enclosures and built structures and strengths.  Aircraft built in Argentina and used in Colombia ( antiguerrillas
IA-58 41. The term in quechua language is Pukara, which means, atalaya, mirador, otero, fortress, fortification. Chieftain
name in the legend of the Laguna de La Cocha in the Department of Nariño, Colombia.

pucaxé
It is the name of a typical Mexican dish prepared with beef, pork or goat guts.  In Colombia we also call it chanfaina. 
They are also called puxaxe or putzaxe.

pucelano
It is a colloquial way of calling people born or natives of Valladolid, in Spain.  Vallisolethane, pinciano (deprecated). 
Relative to the city of Valladolid in Spain.

pucha
In Colombia and especially in Antioquia is a large, Cup double.  It is also in that same container a measure for grains. 
Bowl, tazota.  It amounts almost to two-liter.

puche
In Colombia it is a costeño surname.  It's a slash or poaching inflection.  It can mean pushing, animating, aupar, but it is
most used in the Tolima to indicate that the containor is inadvertently given an advantage.  Facilitate, help, give
advantage.  Give others a chance to profit from our naivety.  Give papaya ( or be left paying )

puchecas
In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to a woman's breast.  It is considered a word subtle and not offensive. 
Breasts, breasts,

puchero
In Colombia is a typical dish, especially the Department of Boyaca, which has many tubers and vegetables.  Cooked, I
stew.  It also tells you stew to a cooking vessel used to cook food, pot, crock pot.  Stew is also a gesture that makes a
child, showing displeasure with the mouth.  Mohin, WinCE, gesture.  Nickname of an Argentine second.  called José
Varacka.

puchi
Puchi is a surname that is used in several South American countries. It exists in Chile, Venezuela and Colombia. There
is also the surname Puche.En quechua language means subtract, remove, diminish.



puchica
Puchica expressions, Juepuchica, Juepucha, juepuerca, hijuepuchica, hijuepuerca or hijuepucha are expressions used
in Colombia, does not really mean anything and always expressed surprise, admiration, anger or shock. It is clarified
that none of the expressions is considered a swear word, not an offence for someone.

puchis
It is an expression of Maya origin, widely used in Central America and denotes surprise, amazement or anger. 

puchito
It is a diminutive of pucho.  In Colombia is a colloquial form of call cigarette, even more so when is about to be
consumed.  It is also used as a synonym for little, little, indicating scant amount, how many grains, fewer.  It is a word of
quechua origin, indicating a small quantity (puchu).  Tailpiece.

pucho
In Colombia is a colloquial form of call cigarette, even more so when is about to be consumed.  It is also used as a
synonym for little, indicating scant amount, how many grains, little less.  It is a word of quechua origin, indicating a small
quantity (puchu).  Tailpiece.

puchunga
Mean heart ( but not referring organ or viscera but affectionate Word ) affection, love.  Puchunguero is loving. 
affectionate, tender.  Puchunga, puchungo, puchunguita is the person who arouses us feelings of love, affection,
tenderness and affection.  Person who robs us the heart, the person loved.  The word is of quechua origin.

puchunguito
Puchunguita or puchunguito means sweetie, sweetheart, love.  Diminutive puchungo or puchunga .  It is referred to the
person who generates love, affection or tenderness.  It generates a lot of affection. 

pucritud
The correct word is neatness.  It is the quality of clean.  It means that it is clean, neat, care, hygiene, impeccable.

pud
It means loose, weak, useless.  Young people also use it to mention the male member, penis, Dick.

pudinga
In Geology is a type of sedimentary rock.  Conglomerate of boulders.  Very hard and wear-resistant rock.  It is often
used as grinding stone.

puebla
It is an inflection of populate.  It means reside, dwell.  It is the name of a city and a State in Mexico.  The city of Puebla
Mexican soccer team.  .

pueblecito
Diminutive of village.  Small town, small town.  Village, hamlet .  Populated by few houses and few inhabitants. 



pueblito
Affectionate way used by every Colombian to call his hometown or homeland girl.  Small town.  Diminutive of people.

puebloviejero
In Colombia is the adjective of the born, related or residing in Pueblo Viejo, Department of Magdalena municipality and
was the form of call as the former born, residents or related to the municipality of Aquitania in Boyacá Department. 
Aquitaine was previously called Pueblo Viejo. ´Pueblo viejo, Magdalena, is the island of Salamanca.

puerco
In Colombia it is a way of calling the pig, pig, pig, pig.  It means dirty, filthy, unhygienic.  No cleaning, no toilet, no
hygiene.  Uneased.

puercoespín
It is a small rodent mammal with the body covered with spines or quills.   They should not be confused with hedgehogs
(Erinaceidae family) and Echidna (Echidna family), because these are not rodents but insectivorous.  Porcupines at the
same time, belong to two different families of rodents Erethizontidae (Native American) e Hystricidae (old world natives).
 To the American porcupines also coendus, cuendus and ursones are called.

pueril
It means that it has no value or interest.  Little valuable.  Trivial, insignificant, bland, childish, trivial, futile, frivolous.  It
can also mean known, trite, ordinary, regular, vulgar.

puerquito
Diminutive pork.  Marranito, chanchito, piglet, piggy.  Pet that eats everything.  It can also mean dirty, filthy, unscrateed.

puerta
It means access, portal.  It is a work of a construction, which is movable and usually of different material (wood, iron,
plastic, acrylic) masonry.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Gate, gate, goal, goal, exit.

puertardo
It is a word derived from a door and corresponds to a derogatory.  They are also: portica, portezuela, small town, door,
portastro, puertuza, puertonga. 

puerteja
Derivative and derogatory door.  Fake or disguised door.  Portillo, door. 

puerto rico
Name of a free state associated with the United States.  It is an island on the Caribbean.  Name of two Colombian
municipalities that belong to the Departments of Caquetá and Meta. 

puerto vallarta
Puerto Vallarta is the name of a Mexican city and port over the Pacific Ocean.  It is located in Banderas Bay and
belongs to the State of Jalisco.  It is a famous and beautiful spa.



puertonga
It's a derogatory derivative of door.  Ugly door.  Portezuela, door, pork. 

puger
The correct term is Puger ( it is proper name ) and it's better still Pangeran Puger ( Prince 41 Puger;.  It is the name of
an Indonesian Prince who was Sultan or Susuhanu in the State of Mataram in Java between 1708 and 1719.

pugés
Last name of a Catalan independenceist.  Its full name is Pere Pugs i Dorca .  He was one of the founders of the
Catalan National Assembly.

pugilato
It means fight, confrontation, encounter, quarrel.  Fistfighting. 

pugilismo
It is the activity of boxing.  Techniques and organizational systems of the Sport of boxing or sport of boxing. 

pugilista
It means fighter, boxer, boxer.  Athlete who is dedicated to the activity of boxing. 

pugilístico
It means relative to boxing, which belongs to boxing, of the sport of flat noses.  Boxing .  relating to boxing matches. 

pugio
It was a sharp-cut weapon used by the Roman soldier of antiquity.  Dagger, dagger.   Weapon that is wielded.

pugna
Fight between several contenders to prove their superiority or leadership.  In Colombia it means struggle, war, fight,
contest, rina, combat, confrontation, lid, disputed, challenge, competition, competition.

pugnable
Said everything that can be put in doubt, in discussion or that can become peleable, drinkable or as.

pugnacidad
It means ability to fight.  Gnaz quality.  Quality of a warrior who consists of fighting relentlessly.  Persist in the fight. 
Aggressiveness, belligerence, belligerence. 

pugnan
It means that they try to achieve, achieve or obtain.  It is an inflection of pugnar.  It means compete, pretend, fight,
battle, combat, contest, challenge.

pugurificon
pugurificon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Slums" as meaning:<br>I think that they wanted to see



tugurificacion or overcrowding. These terms refer to the proliferation of irregular housing construction and quality of
materials and structures, usually in invasions and close to cities or towns. They obviously lack of public services and
soon become public health and public order problems.

puigdemón
It's a Catalan surname.  Surname of a Catalan journalist and politician, whose full name is Carles Puigdemont i
Casamajó.  He is currently a Member of the European Parliament. 

puja
puja is incorrectly written and should be written as bid ( when it is last name ).  being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
bid.  Mean bid, strive, push, deliver, improve, increase, hesitation, whining.   Release plaintive sounds tired or during
childbirth.  In Colombia Puja is also a surname.  It is also the name of a village in Nepal.

pujanza
Energy, strength or vigor that you have to do something.  Power, power. 

pujllay
It is the name of a traditional Bolivian dance, from the region of Tarabuco, which is the capital of the province of
Yamparaes.

puking
It is a word of the English language that means vomiting.

pukuy
It is the name of a sad song avecita also called snipe.  It is the Thinocoridae family.  It seems one ground Dove.

pular
It is the name of a nomadic African people from the western part of the black continent.  It is also known as Fula, Peul,
Fulbe, Fulani, Fulani. 

pulaski
It is the name of a city in the State of Tennessee in the United States.  The name of a county in the State of Missouri. 
Polish surname of a soldier who fought in the American Revolution.  Last name of Polish origin that exists in the United
States.

pulcata
Place where they sell fermented medel, pulques.  Sale of pulque .  The term is used in Mexico City DF.

pulcova
It is a surname of a woman of Russian origin, named Nadia Pulcova.  Pulcovo or Pulcovo is the name of some hills in
Russia and of the main Astronomical Observatory in the South of Petersburgo.

pulenta
It means poor, poor and uneducated.  It is the opposite of opulent.  In Chile is used as a synonym for magnificent,



powerful, Supreme, great, beautiful.

pulero
pulero is incorrectly written and should be written as Pulero ( by poolero )  being its meaning:<br>It is a way of calling
the billaristas specializing in the game of billiards pool ( 41 pul.  In some parts also say pulero footballer that pretends to
fouls launched onto the floor, piscinero.

pulgar
It's the name of the big toe.  It is also called a pokery.  It is the name of one village in Germany and another in Spain
(Province of Toledo).  It is also the surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a football player of Chilean origin and whose
full name is Erick Antonio Pulgar Farfán .  He plays for Fiorentina and is a containment flyer.

pulgo
It can mean pederast or effeminate.  It is also the charge character of clean and preparing food in a brothel.  Male flea.

pulgones
Plural of aphids.  Name given to agricultural pests that are also known as aphids.  They produce gills or cecidias in
plants, a kind of tumors.  Augmentative and plural of flea.  Big fleas.

pulguita
Flea diminutive.  Small flea.  In Colombia colloquial way of referring to something small.  Also in Colombia it is an
affectionate way of referring to the beetle or volkswagen car, also known as Beetle, Fusca or Käfer. 

pulicidos
The pulicidos have nothing to do with Diptera ( 2 wings 41 moscas-insectos;.  The pulicidos are insects of the order
Siphonapterae ( siphonaptera ) and they belong to the family Pulicidae.  They are commonly called fleas.  There are 181
species.

pulla
In Colombia to say indirectly, sarcasm, poignancy, irony, tort, DART, virulence, satire, tip, puya.

pulóver
It means diver, sweater, sack. 

pulpa
It means, referring to meat, which lacks fat, nerves or bones.  Which is lean and clean.  Referring to fruits, dough that
has no shells, impurities or seeds. 

pulpaba
It is inflection of pulp. It is a term used den dentistry and refers to treatment and care in the pulp of the tooth ( malm
called " nerve ". Pulp capping is intended to preserve the pulp and prevent irreversible injuries of the same.

pulpear
It means to take advantage of another person. It is also a benefit, have fun, exploit, abuse, rape, violating. Mostly in



Chile and Argentina is used.

pulpería
It is a type of commercial place where groceries and groceries are sold.  Grocery store.   It was also called a place
where they sold spirits and intoxicating drinks. 

pulpito sin tilde
The Colombia pulpit, without the tilde, mean no fat and no bone.  It is a diminutive of Octopus, which means the same
thing.  Lean.

pulpí
It is the name of a Spanish (Andalusian) municipality.  It is located in the Autonomous Community of Andalusia, in the
Province of Almería. 

pulpo
It is the name of an octopod mollusk that usually lives at the bottom of the sea.  Its scientific name is Octopus vulgaris
and belongs to the Octopídae family. 

pulque
It is the name of a popular intoxicating drink in Mexico.  It is obtained by fermentation of mead or maguey sap.

pulque curado
It is a variety of pulque (liquor that is prepared from maguey), mixed with fruit.  Intoxicating drink from Mexico. 

pulquérrima
It is the superlative of neat.  It means very clean, extremely neat and clean.

pulquérrimo
It means very neat, extremely neat, neat, clean, impeccable.  Very clean, very easy.

pulqui
It is a word of Mapuche origin that means felcha.  Name of a prototype aircraft designed by the Argentine Air Force.  It
was the first aircraft to be manufactured in Latin America. 

pulsante
It means that it pulsates, which emits intermittent noises or flashes, pulses or beats.  That produces flashes, vibrations
or sounds with intermittencies (that is, they are not constant but in intervals). 

pulsar
It means to hold, calculate, weigh, feel, feel.  Test, probe, examine, evaluate.  It can also mean playing, tearing,
manipulating a musical instrument.  Another meaning is to tañer, squeeze, press, press (for example a key).  Beat,
throb. 



pulsera
It is a type of ornament of any kind of material that is used on the wrist.  It can be used by anyone : male, female,
children. 

pulsetilla
pulsetilla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pulsatilla" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Pulsatilla.
It is a homeopathic remedy extracted from the plant Pulasatilla vulgaris ( known as Flor de el Viento or Flor de Pascua ).
Used to counteract fevers or infections.

pulsioxímetro
In Medicine, it is an electronic device that allows to indirectly measure the degree of oxygen saturation in the blood.  It is
also called a pulse oximeter.

pulso
Correction of the watches used on the wrist.  Bracelet, bracelet.  It can be leather or metallic.  Force play that is done on
a table between two people and supporting the elbows.  Palpitation, heartbeat, aiming, discretion.  Measurement or
comparison .  It can also mean tino, aim.

pulsos
Pulse plural .  heart palpitations.  Also in Colombia is the name of the leather or metal slides of a watch.

pulul
In Chile is the name of a river and a valley.  They are sites of unparalleled natural beauty.  They are close to Temuco.  It
means it moves or floats.

pulverizado
It means reduced to dust.  Solid body transformed into very small particles.  Crushed, ground, crushed, disintegrated,
crumbled, atomized.  It also means crushed, defeated, defeated, destroyed, overwhelmed, annihilated. 

pulverizar
Reduce a solid body to dust.  cause a solid body to transform into very small particles.  Crush, grind, crush, disintegrate,
shred, atomize.  It also means crush, defeat, defeat, destroy, overwhelm, annihilate. 

pumamaqui
pumamaqui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pumamaqui" being its meaning:<br>Pumamaqui is a stream
that is born in the cordillera de Los Andes, in the Canton of Cuenca, province of Azuay, in the Ecuador.

pumpa
In Venezuela it is a way of calling the top hat.  In Chile it is a way of calling the butt, buttocks or tail. 

pumpuna
It means pump, large, inflated.  It is a term used in entomology as an epithet of an insect of the family Buprestidae
(beetle or cockroach).  They are wood borers or trousers and xylophages.  The full scientific name is Chrysobothris
pumpuna.  Harmful pest of wood . 



puna
It is the name of an Ecoregion located in southern Peru and reaches as far as northern Argentina.  It is characterized by
being a plateau, with heights above 4000 meters and with vegetation of pajonales.  High Mountain Plateau.

punani
In English and vulgarly it means vagina.  The name of a song by 6ix9ine or Tekashi 6ix9ine, an American rapper.  His
real name is Daniel Hernandez- . 

punch
( Addition ) .  In Colombia Punch, it was also the name of a great television programmer.

punche
It's the same as punche or punch.  It is a Mexican sweet made with milk, blue corn, cinnamon, vanilla and sugar.  It can
also be a smoothie of eggs, sugar and liquor.

punchi
In Mexico it is a sweet made with blue corn, milk, sugar, vanilla and cinnamon.  it can also be a preparation of liquor and
beaten eggs that is also called punch or punch.

pundonor
It means decorum, dignity, honor, pride, conscience, modesty, shame.  Berraquera, bravery, gallantry.  Feeling by which
we demand from ourselves the maximum dedication and the maximum effort to obtain the achievements, without
decaying in the process. 

punga
In Chile it means crook, thief.  Person who practices tickling or stealing the pockets or wallets of victims.  The word has
Italian origin and means pocket.  Pickpocket. 

pungarabato
pungarabato is incorrectly written and should be written as "Pungarabato ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Pungarabato ( 41 own name;.  In language Purépecha means Hill of the plumage, Hill in the form of
feathers.  It is a municipality of Altamirano, in the State of Guerrero, Mexico.

punible
It's worth a penalty or penalty.  Which is damnable.  Which is punishable.  He deserves punishment.  Fact that is
considered a crime and is punished by law. 

punkie
Person who belongs to the punk movement or who likes that kind of music.  The word as such means garbage, scum. 
Counterculture.  It is very peculiar her clothing, makeup, tattoos and haircuts.

punta
It means end, vertex, edge, peak, Spike, Spike, Horn, antler, Python, picacho, Cape peninsula.  It can also mean
quantity, herd, heap, handful, indirect, pulla, Stinger, RAM.



punta cana
It is a very touristy urban center of the Dominican Republic.  It is located in the Province of Altagracia.  The region is
known as The Coconut Coast.  The original name of the place, Yauya or Punta Borrachos. 

puntahuasi
It means house on the summit or house on the top (house at the tip or tip of the hill).  It is the name of a Peruvian
municipality belonging to the Department of Huánuco. 

puntal
In Colombia and especially in the Coffee Region, it means light food that is taken in the afternoons.  It is usually latte or
chocolate with parva ( bread) and cheese.  It is similar to what is called elevens in Bogota (which is curiously taken in
the afternoons between 3 and 5 pm).  It is also called "the something" or "point".  The light meal in the mornings is called
nines or half nines and the evening snack.  They are very common customs among peasants and copied in the city.

puntazo
Injury or injury caused by the appearance of something.  It is the wound caused by a pointed object (skewer, spike,
stinger, chuzo, puja or needle).  Puyazo , aguijonazo , chuzón .  Injection.  It is also the blow that is given to a ball with
the pint of the foot. 

puntería
It means tino, pulse, eye, success, dexterity, security.  Ability or dexterity to aim, to hit.  Ability or dexterity to hit the
target more often.  

puntiar
In Colombia it means going first in a sports competition.  It is also hitting with the tip of the foot something.  Another
meaning is to carry the rhythm when playing or playing the guitar.  Tapping is also used. 

puntilla
In Colombia is synonymous with nail.  Diminutive of tip.  Metallic pointed element used to join pieces of wood.

puntillo
Point diminutive.  Small point.  Colloquially self-love, pundonor, calrquera. 

punto de rocio
It is the lowest degree of temperature at which water vapor begins to condense and the first drops of water are formed.  .

puntos cardinales
They are the four reference points in a Cartesian plane.  Different points of location or orientation every 90° at the
circumference.  Use is widespread around the world as well: 0° North ( 12:00 on the clock ) 90° 40 East; 03:00 ) 180°
South ( 06:00 ) and 270° West ( 09:00 ).  Another way to establish them is by placing the right hand to the East ( sunny )
, the left hand 40 West; where the Sun ) to the front is the North and South back.

puntuales
Plural of punctual .  It means they arrive on time, they are strict.  It means accurate, regular, strict, accurate, compliant. 
They exactly comply with what they are asked of or demanded.  Obedient.



puntuda
It has tip, which is pointed.  It ends in a spike or skewer at the end.


